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Abstract: The profusion of existing ontologies in different domains has made reusing ontologies
a best practice when developing new ontologies. The ontology reuse process reduces the expensive
cost of developing a new ontology, in terms of time and effort, and supports semantic interoperability.
Existing ontology development tools do not assist in the recommendation of ontologies or their
concepts to be reused. Also, existing ontology recommendation tools could suggest whole ontologies
covering a set of input keywords without referring to which parts of them (e.g., concepts) can be
reused. In this paper, we propose an effective ontology recommendation system that helps the
user in the iterative development and reuse of ontologies. The system allows the user to provide
explicit preferences about the new ontology, and iteratively guides the user to parts from existing
ontologies which match his preferences for reuse. Finally, we developed a prototype of our ontol-
ogy recommendation system and conducted a user-based evaluation to assess the effectiveness of
our approach.

Keywords: ontology recommendation; ontology reuse; biomedical ontologies; recommender systems

1. Introduction

Ontologies are formal representations of concepts and their relations, used to represent,
share, and reuse the knowledge of a specific domain. Ontology development is usually
a complex and time-consuming process that needs extensive and collaborative efforts
between ontology engineers and domain experts. It is usually a long and iterative process
that needs repeated revisions until a final accepted version is reached [1]. Ontology reuse is
defined as the process of assembling, extending, and integrating other ontologies as parts
of a new resulting ontology which represents a given domain [2]. As reusability is a main
characteristic of ontologies, it is a common practice to reuse existing ontologies when
developing new ontologies to save time and effort and develop high-quality ontologies in
a reasonable amount of time.

Existing ontology development tools (e.g., Protégé [3]) can assist the user in developing
a new ontology and enable him to add new concepts, relations, and individuals. However,
they might not be helpful when the user needs to develop a new ontology by reusing parts
from existing ontologies to extend an already existing one, or part of it. This ontology reuse
process typically involves two main steps: (1) identifying ontologies that potentially contain
concepts for reuse among a large set of existing ontologies, and (2) identifying appropriate
concepts to reuse within these ontologies (i.e., often comprising thousands of concepts).
Existing ontology development tools do not support these mentally demanding tasks.

According to [4,5], there are currently no tools to support the ontology development
process through the reuse of parts from existing ontologies. However, some tools can do
each step separately, including ontology selection and ontology matching tools. Ontology
selection tools (e.g., BiOSS [6] and NCBO Ontology Recommender [7]) accept a set of
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keywords from the user and select appropriate ontologies using pre-defined evaluation
criteria. These tools have limited functionality which hinders their use in the ontology
reuse process. First, they are not helpful if the user has preferences/requirements about
the ontologies he wants to reuse, other than the pre-defined evaluation criteria, such
as the ontology domain or ontology type. For example, if the user wants to develop
a new ontology representing a certain domain (i.e., Botany), then he wants the system
to recommend ontologies related to the “Botany” domain, likewise if he wants to select
a specific type of ontology (e.g., taxonomies). Second, they give one-shot recommendations
and do not support the iterative nature of the ontology development process. Finally,
they recommend whole ontologies but cannot guide the users to the ontology components
(i.e., concepts) to be reused. Also, ontology matching tools (e.g., LYAM++ [8] and AML [9])
use lexical, structural, and semantic matching approaches to find correspondences between
concepts in a source and a target ontology. They successfully determine alignments between
concepts that are richly described (i.e., have annotations such as synonyms, definitions,
comments, etc.), but they have limited performance if one of the input ontologies is a basic
one with few concepts and no rich annotations describing these concepts. This is the
case for most ontologies (e.g., bio-ontologies), where scientists are interested in defining
a hierarchy of concepts describing a domain without adding many annotations describing
each concept in detail. This causes ontology matching tools, in some cases, to identify
corresponding concepts that have identical labels, but this does not necessarily mean that
those concepts are semantically equivalent (i.e., sharing the same word sense). In this case,
we need to learn more about the users’ interests as an additional source of knowledge to
conduct proper ontology matching.

In this paper, we propose a novel personalized ontology recommendation and reuse
system which can effectively support an ontology engineer in the task of developing a new
ontology by suggesting parts from existing ontologies to extend an input ontology. We
developed a utility-based recommender system that explicitly collects user preferences and
recommends appropriate ontologies, along with their matching concepts. Then, the user can
select appropriate components to extend his input ontology. The proposed recommender
system uses a technique based on reinforcement learning to learn the user’s explicit prefer-
ences and implicit feedback to adaptively offer personalized relevant recommendations
according to the user’s preferences.

We present three main contributions. First, we propose a utility-based ontology
recommender system that (a) helps the user to iteratively develop a new ontology using
an input ontology, (b) recommends ontologies along with their appropriate concepts to the
user so that the user can reuse them and extend the input ontology, (c) creates a user profile
for each user to recommend and rank ontologies and their appropriate classes based on
the user’s preferences, and (d) uses the user’s feedback to update his user profile to cope
with any change in his preferences throughout the interaction session. Second, we develop
a prototype and use the biomedical domain as a case study, as it has hundreds of existing
ontologies in different repositories. Third, we evaluate the system using real users to obtain
a realistic evaluation of the system.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews and compares the
features of existing ontology recommendation tools. Next, Section 3 illustrates the proposed
interactive ontology recommender framework, and Section 4 describes the utility-based
ontology recommendation system. Section 5 provides the implementation details of the
proposed framework. Section 6 describes the user-based evaluation of the proposed
framework and discusses the outcoming results. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper
with possible suggestions for future work.

2. Related Work

Ontology reuse is one of the best practices when developing a new ontology, as it pro-
motes using content that has been modeled before and reusing it to represent a new domain.
These contents could be whole ontologies (hard ontology reuse) or a selected subset (soft
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ontology reuse) [10]. MIREOT [11] specifies the minimal information needed to specify
the term for reuse, i.e., source ontology URI, source term URI, and target direct superclass
URI. Ontofox [12] follows the full MIREOT guidelines with the advantage of allowing the
user to extract and reuse specific terms from an ontology, which promotes modularization.
There have also been attempts that made use of natural language processing techniques
to extract terms and relations from text documents representing a target domain, and to
reuse them to develop a new ontology modeling the target domain [13]. The problem with
these approaches is that they require the user to have good knowledge of all of the existing
ontologies and their concepts, which is very difficult, especially for a person who is not
an expert in the target domain. Ontology development tools (e.g., Protégé [14] and NeOn
toolkit [15]) support hard ontology reuse (owl: imports), allowing the user to import and
reuse whole ontologies [10], which is not preferrable for ontology experts as they import
concepts that may be irrelevant and incompatible with the requirements of the target
ontology [10]. However, there are some plugins that support soft ontology reuse. MIREOT
Protégé plugin [16] facilitates MIREOT in practice and implements crucial variables of
specification. ProtégéLOV [17] allows the user to access Linked Open Vocabularies (LOV)
and reuse terms from it during the development of an ontology. Watson [18] is a NeOn
plugin and is mainly a semantic web search engine which searches and locates the content
of ontologies on the Web. XOD [19] is an “eXtensible Ontology Development” strategy
which recommends principles to support the active development and usage of extensible
ontologies and to suggest different tools, “Ontoanimal”, that fulfill the requirements of the
principles. It emphasizes that there is currently no tool to support the whole extensible
ontology development process.

Based on these studies, there were several attempts to support ontology reuse by
adding concepts from existing ontologies to the target ontology. However, determining and
selecting concepts for reuse was done manually by an expert or using a semantic search
engine. Selecting such concepts in more complex domains that have hundreds of ontologies
representing different interdisciplinary domains (e.g., the BioPortal repository contains
more than one thousand ontologies [20]) is a challenging task which requires searching,
evaluating, and ranking those concepts according to their relevance to the context of the
target domain. Thus, ontology recommendation, i.e., the process that includes searching,
evaluating, and ranking ontologies, becomes an essential part of the ontology reuse process.

Next, we present benchmark ontology recommendation systems, summarize and
compare their features, see Table 1, and discuss their limitations which motivated our
proposed system.

Table 1. Main features of existing ontology recommendation tools.

Reference Main
Contribution Input Output

Support Iterative
Ontology

Recommendations

Support User
Explicit/Implicit

Preferences
Ontology
Ranking

Ontology
Reuse

WebCore [21]
Ontology

recommendation
tool

Keywords List of selected
ontologies No Support explicit

preferences Yes No

BioSS [6]
Ontology selection

and ranking
system

Keywords List of selected
ontologies No Support explicit

preferences Yes No

JOYCE [22] Ontology
selection tool

Keywords /A
paragraph of text

List of ontology
modules No Support explicit

preferences Yes No

RecOn [23] Ontology
Recommendation

Unstructured Query
(i.e., keywords)

List of selected
ontologies No No Yes No

NCBO 2.0
recommender [7]

Ontology selection
and ranking tool

Keywords/Paragraph
of text

List of selected
ontologies No Support Explicit

preferences Yes No

Ontology
Recommendation
Framework [24]

Ontology
recommendation

framework

Ontologies + user
requirements An Ontology No Support Explicit

preferences No No
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WebCORE [21] is a semi-automatic Collaborative Ontology Reuse and Evaluation
system which provides an NLP model that lexically evaluates ontologies. CORE is one of
the first attempts to apply recommender system techniques for ontology recommendations,
as it uses previous ontology ratings and evaluations to apply a collaborative filtering
technique to recommend the appropriate ontologies which represent a given domain.
The drawback of this approach is that it is hard to collect ratings in real situations as the
number of ontology development users (for one ontology) is not large enough to satisfy the
collaborative filtering technique, in contrast to other product-based recommender systems.

BioSS [6] is an ontology selection system that accepts user input as a set of keywords
which describe a domain of interest. Lexical pre-processing tasks are applied to the input
keywords, such as spell-checking, query expansion, and resolving ambiguities. It recom-
mends ontologies based on four criteria: input coverage, popularity, knowledge richness,
and knowledge formality. Their ontology ranking model uses a sum of fixed weights of
those criteria.

JOYCE [22] is an ontology recommendation tool that accepts from some keywords or
a paragraph from a scientific publication, given by the user, and identifies relevant ontology
modules from a repository of existing ontologies. The criteria coverage, overhead, and
overlap are used to evaluate ontologies, and user preferences regarding the importance
of these criteria are taken into account. Finally, the output given by JOYCE is a list of
ontology modules.

RecOn [23] is an ontology recommendation and ranking system that accepts un-
structured queries and converts them to SPARQL queries to retrieve matching ontologies.
Ontologies are ranked by defining a knapsack optimization problem using three ranking
features: matching cost, informativeness, and popularity.

The NCBO 2.0 ontology recommender [7] is a tool that recommends and ranks ontolo-
gies using a lexical matcher that parses some input keywords and assigns matching terms
from the ontology repository. It evaluates the candidate ontologies and ranks them using
a function that combines weights with each evaluation criterion score. The weights’ values
can be adjusted by the user. Finally, their evaluation is based on a qualitative comparison
between the features of their new version (2.0) with the previous version (1.0). The authors
mention that user-based evaluation would better help to understand the effectiveness of
their system’s utility, but they did not conduct it as it is a challenging task.

Reference [24] is an ontology recommendation framework that employs text catego-
rization and unsupervised learning techniques. Explicit user requirements along with
the ontology repository are the input to the framework. Ontologies in the repository are
organized into clusters based on their domains, then whenever a user gives a requirement
related to a specific domain, the system recommends the most appropriate ontology. The
authors built an evaluation model that compares the results of a set of algorithms which
are used to determine the correct ontology for given user requirements.

The previously discussed ontology recommendation and ranking systems recommend
whole ontologies (or ontology modules) based on some pre-defined evaluation criteria.
However, they are not adequate to fulfill our system requirements and to support the best
practice of the ontology development process by reusing parts from existing ontologies
for the following reasons: (1) they are not designed to extend an input ontology that has
some basic concepts representing a specific domain, as most of them accept input keywords
and output a list of recommended ontologies without referring the user to the parts or the
concepts that can be reused. (2) They recommend whole ontologies and allow importing
them into the newly developed ontology but are not useful when we need to reuse parts
of the recommended ontologies. Nevertheless, JOYCE [22] has recommended ontology
modules, which is an important step toward reuse, since the user will not reuse the entire
ontology as it is, but instead, will reuse a module of it. However, this process is still
a challenge, as ontology modules may consist of hundreds of concepts that may not all be
needed in the reuse process. (3) Some of them consider explicit user preferences in terms
of adjustable weights of the evaluation criteria, but this is not enough to personalize the
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recommendations for each user as they do not collect information about the ontologies
that the user wants to reuse (i.e., the domain, type, format, etc.). Also, manual changing
of the weights’ values would be a difficult task for inexperienced users. (4) They do not
consider user feedback as an important aspect to improve the ontology development
process. (5) Finally, they do not support the iterative nature of ontology development, but
instead give a recommendation once.

3. The Proposed Personalized Ontology Recommendation and Reuse Framework

To overcome the above limitations, we propose a new ontology recommendation and
reuse framework to support the ontology development process. We designed a utility-based
recommender system that collects explicit and implicit user preferences and recommends
ontologies along with their matching concepts based on their utilities. As the ontology
development process is an iterative one, the input ontology is extended at each iteration
with concepts selected by the user. Our proposed framework is inspired by the reinforce-
ment learning technique, which learns from interactions with the environment. Figure 1
illustrates the architecture of our proposed framework. It has two main components:

• The environment: contains the user who interacts with the system and the ontology
repository.

• The agent: interacts with the environment and observes explicit and implicit user
preferences to support the user in his decision by recommending appropriate ontolo-
gies along with their matching concepts that best fit his preferences. It consists of
three main components: the User Preferences Model, the Recommendation Manager,
and the Feedback Manager.
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The proposed system works as follows:

1. The interactive session begins when the agent initiates the User Preferences Model,
which is responsible for managing the user model of our recommendation system.
The user model represents the information needed to describe the user’s preferences
and personalize his experience in the ontology reuse process. This information is
collected explicitly by asking the user to input his preferences regarding the ontologies
he wants to reuse, then implicitly by observing his interactions and selections. The
explicit information, in the user model, includes the following information related
to ontologies:

• The preferred ontology domain: the ontology domain(s) the user is interested in
(sometimes many related domains).
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• The ontology popularity: a measure of the popularity of the ontology within the
community that uses it.

• The ontology coverage: the percentage of candidate ontology classes with labels
that exactly or partially match the input ontology classes.

• The ontology type: whether the ontology is a taxonomy (i.e., a hierarchy with is-a
relations), or a full semantic ontology (i.e., it makes use of other OWL language
constructs beyond is-a relations).

• The preferred ontology: an ontology (ontologies) that the user knows (i.e., com-
monly used in his domain) and wants to reuse.

2. Next, the Recommendation Manager receives the user preferences along with informa-
tion about the existing ontologies (from the ontology repository), matches them with
the input ontology and the selected concept, and generates a list of recommendations.
Each recommended item in the list consists of a recommended ontology and a class
that semantically matches the input class.

3. Then, the user provides his feedback (i.e., the selection of an ontology and a class to
reuse from the recommendation list) to the Feedback Manager.

4. The Feedback Manager performs the main learning task. It collects and records the
user’s feedback (i.e., ontologies and classes selected in previous iterations) to update
the User Preferences Model, if necessary.

5. Finally, the system suggests subclasses to the user, which he might reuse to extend the
input ontology. Then, the user chooses a new class from the input ontology for the
next iteration and repeats steps 2, 3, and 4 until he reaches the desired goal (a newly
developed ontology) and ends the session.

4. The Utility-Based Ontology Recommendation System

The utility-based recommender system is a type of knowledge-based recommendation
system. It computes the utility of each item using a utility function and applies this function
to generate a ranked list of recommended items [25]. Its advantage is that it avoids many
of the problems of other recommender systems such as new users, new items, and data
sparsity problems. However, it needs a significant number of user interactions to obtain
a complete user preference function, which allow is to give accurate recommendations [26].
The Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) is used to apply objective measures to help the
decision-maker choose the alternative (item) that yields the greatest utility [27]. Attribute
values and their weights are combined and aggregated into a multi-attribute utility function
to assign a utility to each alternative, and the importance of each attribute is determined by
a weight value. Finally, the alternative with the highest score is expected to be preferred by
the user.

Our utility-based ontology recommender system needs to calculate the utility of each
candidate ontology and the utilities of their candidate classes to generate recommendations.
It consists of four main components: (1) the ontology evaluation component, which receives
information about the user’s preferences and evaluates each candidate ontology from the
ontology repository according to four evaluation criteria, i.e., ontology domain, popularity,
coverage, and type; (2) the concept evaluation component, which checks each ontology for
a class(es) that has a corresponding match with the user’s input class and evaluates this
class(es) based on its context semantic matching and the concept semantic richness; (3) the
feedback management component which receives user feedback (i.e., selected ontology to
reuse), interprets it as the implicit user preferences underlying his selections and interac-
tions, and accordingly updates the user model; and (4) the ontology recommendation and
ranking component, which receives the scores from the former components and determines
the total ontology utility (TOU(O,c)) to calculate the final score for each ontology O along
with its matching concept c and generate a ranked list of ontology recommendations. Next,
we provide a detailed description of each component in our recommendation system.
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4.1. The Ontology Evaluation Component

The ontology evaluation component receives information about the user’s preferences
from the User Preferences Model. Then, it evaluates each candidate ontology from the
ontology repository according to four evaluation criteria: the preferred ontology domain,
input coverage, ontology popularity, and ontology type. For each ontology O, the ontology
utility function (OU(O)) is an aggregated sum function that aggregates the scores of the
evaluation criteria to provide an ontology utility score for each candidate ontology. Now,
we will explain how each evaluation criteria score is calculated.

4.1.1. The Ontology Evaluation Criteria

(a) The Preferred ontology domain (Domain(O)): a measure to what extent the user’s pre-
ferred domain(s) match the domain(s) of a candidate ontology. We use Equation (1) to
calculate the Domain(O) for any candidate ontology O.

Domain(O) =
∑n

i=1 Domain(O, di)

n
(1)

Since the user can select one or many preferred domains, we use n as the number of
domains preferred by the user. Domain(O,di) is the ontology O’s domain score for the user’s
preferred domain di. Given the fact that an ontology O could represent more than one
domain, we calculate the ontology domain score Domain(O, di) for each user’s preferred
domain di by aggregating the domain_match(di, dj) score (which is a score measuring the
relative similarity between an Ontology O’s domain dj, and the user’s preferred domain di):

Domain(O, di) =
∑m

j=1 domain_match(di ,dj)
m ,

domain_match
(
di, dj

)
= 1/2L(di ,dj)

(2)

where m is the number of domains represented by ontology O, and L(di,dj) is the difference
in levels in the hierarchy of domains between the ontology O’s domain dj and the user’s
preferred domain di. Figure 2 shows an example of a hierarchy of domains in the biomedical
and biological fields.
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For example, if ontology O represents the domains “Anatomy, Mouse Anatomy, and
Animal Development”, and the user’s preferred domain is “Anatomy”, then the system
calculates the preferred ontology domain score as follows: it first calculates the domain-
match(di, dj) between the user’s preferred domain “Anatomy”, and every domain represented
by ontology O (i.e., “Anatomy, Mouse Anatomy, and Animal Development”). Then, the system
divides it by the number of ontology O domains using Equation (2).

• When ontology O’s domain is “Anatomy”, and the user’s preferred domain is “Anatomy”,
the two domains match exactly, and L(di,dj) = 0 and domain-match(Anatomy, Anatomy) = 1.

• When ontology O’s domain is “Mouse Anatomy”, and the user’s preferred domain
is “Anatomy”, where the “Mouse Anatomy” domain is a direct sub-domain of the
“Anatomy” domain (see Figure 2), then, L(di,dj) = 1 and domain-match(Anatomy, Mouse
Anatomy) = 0.5.

• When ontology O’s domain is “Animal Development”, and the user’s preferred domain
is “Anatomy”, the two domains do not have a match. Then, domain-match(Anatomy,
Animal Development) = 0.

• Since the number of the user’s preferred domains is 1 then, Domain(O) =
∑3

i=1 Domain(o,di)
3

= (1 + 0.5 + 0)/3 = 1.5/3 = 1/2.

(b) The Ontology popularity (Pop(O)): a measure of how popular an ontology O is within
the community that uses it. To quantify the popularity of ontology O, we consider both
the number of visits and the number of projects that use ontology O. The popularity score
Pop(O) is the aggregation of both the normalized ontology visits and ontology project scores.
It is calculated using Equation (3).

Pop(O) =

(
No. o f visits f or ontology (O)

Max no. o f visits f or an ontology
+

No. o f Projects f or ontology (O)

Max no. o f projects f or an ontology

)
/2 (3)

(c) The Input coverage (Cover(Oin, O)): a measure to assess how well the input keywords
(i.e., the labels of the input ontology concepts) are covered in a candidate ontology O. We
use the label of each concept in the input ontology Oin as an input keyword i and examine
the lexical match between this label and the labels of the concepts in candidate ontology
O. The lexical match function (lexical_match(i, O)) gives “1” or “0.5” if the input keyword
i has an exact or partial match with the concept’s label from the ontology O, respectively.
To make it easier to read, we use Cover(O) to indicate the coverage score for ontology O in
Equation (4):

Cover(O) = ∑n
i=1

lexical_match(i, O)

n
(4)

where n is the number of input concepts in the input ontology.
(d) The Ontology type (Type(O)): measures whether the ontology is a taxonomy which

is a hierarchy of concepts with “is-a” relations only or a full semantic ontology that contains
other OWL language elements other than “is-a” relations. We determine the ontology type
score which ranges from 0 to 1 using Equation (5). A larger ontology type score means that
ontology O contains a large number of object properties, which indicates more semantics.

Type(O) = No. of object properties/No. of classes (5)

Equation (5) considers the general case where, in any ontology, the number of classes
is greater than the number of object properties. For the special case, when the number of
classes is less than the number of object properties in any ontology, then Type(O) = 1.

(e) The Preferred ontology: a score that indicates if the user prefers a particular ontology.
This happens when the user knows a particular domain ontology, or used one before and
wants to reuse it again. The preferred ontology score is set in the first iteration of the session
and then aggregated in the subsequent iterations by the Feedback Manager (illustrated in
the feedback management component section).
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4.1.2. The Ontology Utility Function OU(O)

As the user provides his preferences towards the ontologies he is interested in, the
system provides a normalized numerical score for each of the previous evaluation cri-
teria. It aggregates these scores, multiplied by pre-determined weights, to calculate the
ontology utility score OU(O) for each candidate ontology in the ontology repository, using
Equation (6):

OU(O) = w1 ∗ Domain(O) + w2 ∗ Pop(O) + w3 ∗ Cover(O) + w4 ∗ Type(O) (6)

where the total sum of the weights equals 1. It is important to note that the weights here
reflect the relative importance of each evaluation criterion. We assigned the weight based on
careful study and our experience in the ontological fields. For example, the weights of the
Domain(O) and Cover(O) criteria are higher than the weights of Pop(O) and Type(O) criteria.

Finally, the output of this component is a ranked list of recommended ontologies based
on their ontology’s utility scores.

4.2. The Concept Evaluation Component

The concept evaluation component receives a ranked list of candidate ontologies from
the ontology evaluation component and the user’s input class (i.e., the class from the
input ontology that the user needs to extend). Then, it checks each ontology in the list for
a class(es) that has a corresponding match with the user’s input class. For each matching
concept, it determines the concept utility CU(O,c), which aggregates the scores provided by
two measures (the concept context semantic matching and the concept semantic richness)
to generate the concept utility score for each candidate concept c in the candidate ontology
O. Next, we will explain the two measures in detail.

4.2.1. The Concept Evaluation Criteria

(a) The concept context semantic matching Sem_Match(Oin,cin, O,c)): measures the contextual-
semantic similarity between two corresponding concepts in two different ontologies. In [28],
the contextual-semantic similarity is defined as the similarity in the intentional meanings
of these concepts in the context of their ontologies. The authors propose a context-based
semantic matching algorithm which extends the AgreementMakerLight (AML) [9], an ontol-
ogy matching system that generates a set of ontology alignments, to exclude the alignments
that do not have evidence for contextual semantic similarity. The basic idea of the context-
based semantic matching algorithm [28] is to examine the corresponding semantic relations
for the two corresponding concepts such as super-classes, sub-classes, siblings, and equiva-
lent classes. Then, the concept context matching score Sem_Match(Oin,cin, O,c) is a numerical
value between “0 and 1”, and is used to measure if the user’s input class cin from the input
ontology Oin has a contextual semantic match with its corresponding concept c in the
candidate ontology O.

(b) Concept semantic richness (Sem_Rich(O,c)): an evaluation criterion that assesses
the level of detail in the representation of knowledge for a specific concept in a given
ontology [6,7,29]. In our case, we measure the semantic richness of concept c in ontology O
concerning the following criteria: existence of subclasses, existence of superclass, existence
of object properties, existence of definition, and existence of synonyms. The concept
semantic richness Sem_Rich(O,c) score is calculated using Equation (7):

Sem_Rich(O, c) = ∑n
i=1 wi ∗ ri (7)

where n is the number of a concept’s evaluation criteria, ri = 1 if the criterion is fulfilled by
the concept c, and wi is the weight of each criterion and ∑n

i=1 wi = 1.
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4.2.2. The Concept Utility Function CU(O,c)

The concept utility function is used to measure the relevance of a concept c in a
candidate ontology O to be reused to extend the input class cin from the input ontology Oin.
We omit the Oin, and cin from Equation (8) to make it more readable:

CU(O,c) = w1 ∗ Sem_Match(O,c) + w2 ∗ Sem_Rich(O,c) (8)

where w1 = w2 = 0.5, and w1 + w2 = 1.

4.3. The Feedback Management Component

The feedback management component is part of the ontology evaluation component,
which concerns the user’s implicit preferences and feedback. It receives user feedback
(e.g., the selected ontology) to update the User Preferences Model. To develop a new
ontology by reusing existing ontologies, we need our recommender system to understand
the implicit user preferences underlying his selections and interactions, and after a few
iterations, the system updates the user’s preferences model to recommend the ontologies
that are most likely to be reused by the user (i.e., they should always have a high rank in the
recommendation list). Also, the system should consider the case that the user is interested
in an ontology and selects concepts for reuse from it, but after some iterations, is no longer
interested in this ontology and shifts his selections to other ontologies. In this case, the
system should realize this situation and this ontology should gradually vanish from the
higher ranks of the list, leaving its place to other ontologies that are more important at that
time for the user.

We model the user’s feedback management component as a sliding window of size k to
reflect the user’s selection history, where k is the number of iterations that the system saves
in his selection history. We assign an ontology score for each ontology in the repository,
which is initially 0. The ontology score is updated and increased by 3 if the user selects
this ontology, while it is increased by 1 if this ontology appeared in the recommendation
list but was not selected. The ontology aggregated score OA(O) aggregates the ontology
scores after each iteration to reflect the relevance of an ontology O according to the explicit
user preferences as well as considering the importance of the ontology O to the user
according to his feedback/previous selections. This would provide the user with the most
relevant and preferred ontologies according to his preferences and place them first in the
recommendation lists, while irrelevant ontologies should disappear from the first-ranking
positions in the recommendation lists. Figure 1 illustrates an example of this scenario.

To illustrate this point, we provide an illustrative example of how the system learns
from the user’s feedback and previous choices. The user begins his ontology development
session by explicitly providing his preferences to the system, then the system generates
a list of recommendations (i.e., Ontology A, B, and C) using the ontology and concept
utility functions discussed above. Figure 3a shows the initial state of the aggregation scores
for each ontology in the first recommendation list (i.e., here the aggregation score for each
ontology in the list is zero as the user did not provide his feedback yet). Then, the user
selects ontology A for two successive iterations and reuses classes from it, then we can see
in Figure 3b that the ontology’s A aggregation score becomes 6 while the aggregation scores
for ontology B and ontology C are 2 as they appeared in the recommendation list but were
not selected for reuse. Using the aggregation score, the system now learns that ontology
A is preferable to the user, and, hence, the system suggests ontology A to be in the first
ranks in the recommendation lists. Next, if the user shifts his interest from ontology A to
ontology B (which may represent different aspects from the domain of interest to the user),
as he selects it for three successive iterations (see Figure 3c), then ontology B’s aggregated
score will increase gradually and could outperform ontology A’s aggregated score. Now,
the system learns that the user has a shift in interest in the ontologies he wants to reuse and
this is reflected in the rankings of the ontologies in the recommendation list.
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Figure 3. The ontology aggregated scores for ontologies A, B, and C during an ontology development
session. (a) In the beginning of the session, the ontology aggregated scores for ontologies A, B, and C
are 0. (b) At Iterations 1 and 2 ontology A is selected and reused by the user: then the OA(ontology A)
is updated and increased by 3, the OA(ontology B) and the OA(ontology C) is updated and increased
by 1. (c) At Iteration 3, 4 and 5, ontology B is selected and reused by the user: then the OA(ontology B)
is updated and increased by 3, the OA(ontology A) and the OA(ontology C) is updated and increased
by 1.

4.4. Ontology Recommendation and Ranking Component

The ontology recommendation and ranking component receives the scores from the
former components (i.e., the ontology utility component, the class utility component, and
the feedback management component) and determines the total ontology utility (TOU(O,c))
to calculate the final score for each ontology O along with its matching concept c. Based on
the total ontology utility score, the system ranks the recommendations and provides the
user with a list of top-k recommendations that best fit his explicit and implicit preferences.
The total ontology utility score for each candidate ontology is calculated using Equation (9):

TOU(O,c) = w1 ∗ OU(O) + w2 ∗ CU(O,c) + w3 ∗ OA(O) (9)

where w1 = w2 = w3 are three equal weights, and their summation equals 1. It is important
to note that, as a preliminary design, in assigning weights for those measures we assume
that the user is not technically an expert and they are equally important to him. In later
versions, we could ask the user to assign them by himself according to his requirements or
we could begin with equal weights and learn them during the user’s interactions.

5. Implementation Details

We implemented a web-based platform [30] for our proposed ontology recommen-
dation and reuse framework. It enables the users to iteratively develop a new ontology
representing some domain(s) by extending the classes of an input ontology with parts from
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existing ontologies. It also enables them to visualize the input ontology extending in each
iteration, until the development process is completed. We chose the biomedical field to
apply our approach due to several reasons. First, the diversity and heterogeneity of the
bio-ontologies which cover different and interlinked domains gives us a comfortable area
to study and test different ontological cases. Second, biomedical ontologies are available
in repositories (e.g., BioPortal [20] and OBO Foundry [31]) which offer tools and web
services that enable accessing available ontologies and information about them. Third,
these repositories ensure availability of their details, in contrast to other domains that may
refer to broken URIs and may not be accessible [32]. Finally, in domains with a limited
number of ontologies, our ontology reuse framework is not needed, since the user can trace
and select the needed ontologies for reuse, but in domains with hundreds of ontologies
and hundreds of thousands of concepts, i.e., bio-domain ontologies, a tool is required to
support the user in finding appropriate ontologies and proper concepts to reuse. However,
we need to clarify the applicability of our system to any ontological domain.

Next, we will describe the main functionalities of the platform with a practical example
of how the user can use the system.

• Collecting explicit user preferences: on the home page, the user is prompted to enter
his preferences. Figure 4 presents a form where the user is asked to input his explicit
preferences. For example, suppose the user wants to develop an ontology about
human diseases. Basically, he should upload the input ontology he wants to develop
the new ontology upon, which is, in our example, the Core Ontology for Biology
and Biomedicine (COB) [33], as it is a core ontology in BioPortal. Then, he selects
the “Human” domain as the preferred domain of the new ontology and provides
his preferences on the recommended ontologies as he prefers popular ontologies,
high input coverage ontologies, and full semantic ontologies, and selects the Infec-
tious Disease Ontology (IDO) as a preferred ontology to reuse if it contains matched
concepts. Finally, the user selects the class “disease diagnosis” from the input ontol-
ogy to run the ontology recommendation algorithm and generates the first ontology
recommendations list.
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• Ontology recommendation system: recommends ontologies along with their matching
concepts based on the user’s preferences. The top-k ontologies in the recommendation
list are presented to the user and are ranked according to the total ontology utility
score for each ontology. Figure 5 represents a recommendation list which includes in-
formation about each ontology (e.g., ontology name and description), and information
about the matched class in this ontology (e.g., class name, synonyms, and subclasses).
In our example, the user investigates each option in the recommendation list carefully
and decides to select the OBI ontology “Ontology for Biomedical Investigations” and
reuse its matched class “diagnosis of infectious disease”.
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• Ontology reuse and iterative expansion of the input ontology: at this stage, the sys-
tem suggests the subclasses of the selected class to the user. Figure 6 presents the
subclass of the selected class “diagnosis of infectious disease” to the user, and he can
select all or some of them to extend the input class. At this step, the system checks
for inconsistencies and, if there are inconsistencies, it does not add the new classes
and displays a message to the user that the class cannot be added. If there is not any
inconsistency, the selected subclasses are added as subclasses to the class selected by
the user from the input ontology, see Figure 7. The process is repeated, and every time
the user chooses a new class to extend from the input ontology until he is satisfied
with the new ontology.
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6. Evaluation

We conducted a user-based evaluation experiment, where users were asked to develop
a new ontology and interact with the system to assess its effectiveness in generating
relevant recommendation lists, according to the users’ preferences, during the ontology
development session (i.e., which consists of many iterations). However, this evaluation
was challenging for the following reasons. First, each user has a specific understanding of
what makes an ontology relevant and thus worth recommending. Our system considers
this by recommending ontologies to each user according to his or her specific preferences
and selections which might differ from those of other users. Second, the system generates
a different recommendation list for each user in each interaction/iteration during the
development session, which ranges from two to seven iterations for each user in the
experiment we conducted. Consequently, there is no single reference list (ground truth
recommendation) that is valid for every potential user. Moreover, for each user, we would
have to consider all potential interactions with the system and create a reference list for
each of those interactions. That is not feasible. For these reasons, we came up with a
more viable approach. Each user/evaluator re-sorted the ranking of the ontologies in the
recommendation lists according to his preferences. The re-ranked list expressed the user’s
personal and user-specific assessment of relevance. We assessed the rankings’ quality using
information retrieval evaluation metrics.
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6.1. Experimental Setup

To test the utility and ranking quality of the output list of our ontology recommenda-
tion system, we conducted a user-based evaluation to compare each output list with those
produced by the expert test users. During each recommendation cycle, the user was asked
to check the recommendation list and to provide feedback on the ranking of ontologies by
re-ranking the ontologies according to his opinion.

To make the evaluation tasks of the test users comparable, we chose one input “core”
ontology with familiar, abstract concepts to begin the process. We chose the Core Ontology
for Biology and Biomedicine (COB) as it is a small-sized, upper-level ontology that brings
together main key terms that can be reused in both biological and biomedical domains,
and thus promises to give a large number of reuse opportunities that are tied with existing
biomedical ontologies. Thereby, the evaluator’s task was to extend the upper-level ontology
“COB” to develop a new ontology for any selected domain (e.g., botany, human health,
chemicals, anatomy, etc.).

We expected that the best responses would come from test users who are experts in
ontologies with a biomedical/bioinformatics background. However, it was hard to reach a
large number of such expert test users, so we tried to balance between test users who are
familiar with ontologies (i.e., understand the ontology reuse concept) and those who are
familiar with bio-terminologies and bio-domains but with a minor ontological background.
We obtained responses from 16 candidates who wanted to help with the evaluation task.
We asked them to test the system by choosing a domain they know and to extend some
classes from the input ontology with classes from ontologies related to the chosen domain.

The evaluators were free to choose when to stop the iterations and the extensions of
the input ontology classes whenever they were satisfied with the resulting output ontology.
The number of iterations that each user went through ranged from two to five iterations
(46 iterations in total). We also asked them to send us their feedback and notes about the
strengths and weaknesses of our platform.

6.2. Evaluation Metrices

We used the test users’ responses and various evaluation metrics to evaluate the
effectiveness of our recommendation system by directly evaluating the rankings’ quality.
We considered the following evaluation metrics, which are discussed in [34,35]:

(1) Mean Absolute Error (MAE): used to measure the effectiveness of a recommen-
dation algorithm in terms of accuracy. It computes the average of the absolute value
differences between the rank predicted by the recommender and the actual rank given by
the user over all of the recommendation items. The MAE is calculated using Equation (10),
the lower the MAE the better the accuracy:

MAE =
1
n∑n

i=1

∣∣di − d′ i
∣∣ (10)

where di is the actual rank, d′ i is the predicted rank, and n is the number of items in the
recommendation list.

(2) Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): an information retrieval measure that evaluates the
recommendation list based on the position of the first relevant item. It measures if the
recommender system places the user’s most relevant item at the top of the list. The larger
the MRR value, the better the performance of the recommender system. The MRR is defined
using Equation (11):

MRR =
1
q ∑q

i=1
1

ranki
(11)

where q is the number of recommendation lists (i.e., iterations), and ranki is the rank
of the user’s most relevant item (ranked 1) in the list of recommendations generated by
the system.
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(3) Mean Average Precision (MAP): in the context of recommender systems, precision
P measures the fraction of the recommended items which are relevant. It is defined as:

P =
number o f relevant items

total number o f items in recommendation list
(12)

while P@k is the fraction of relevant items in the top-k-recommended results, defined as:

P@k =
number o f relevant items in top k results

k
(13)

The average P@k (AP@k) calculates the precision for only the relevant items that are
recommended. It is defined as:

AP@k = ∑k
k=1 P@k ∗ rel(k) (14)

where rel(k) is an indicator function that equals 1 if the kth item is relevant, and 0 otherwise.
An item is relevant if the user is satisfied with its ranking in the list (i.e., does not change its
position), and is considered to be non-relevant otherwise.

AP@k = ∑k
k=1 P@k ∗ rel(k) (15)

The Mean Average Precision (MAP) measures the AP@k averaged over the recommen-
dation lists of all users. It is defined as:

MAP =
1
n∑n

i=1 APi (16)

where n is the number of recommendation lists generated by the test users.
(4) Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG): a metric to measure the rank-

ings’ quality, where the gain Gi for an item i is the same as the ranking relevance score, and
it was used to measure the effectiveness of a system’s ranking of some items compared
with the user’s ranking for the same items. The Cumulative Gain CG(k) is defined as the
sum of gains up to a position k in the recommendation list.

CG(k) = ∑k
i=1 Gi (17)

The drawback of CG is that it neglects the importance of the ordering of items (i.e., by
swapping the relative order of any two items, the CG would be unaffected). To overcome
the drawback of CG, Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) has been introduced to penalize
highly relevant items being placed at the bottom.

DCG(k) = ∑k
i

Gi
log2(i + 1)

(18)

The DCG score still has a drawback, since it adds up with the length of the recommen-
dation list. Therefore, if we compare the DCG score for a system recommending the top 5
and the top 10 items, the latter is always the higher score not because of its recommendation
quality but because of its length. IDCG (ideal DCG) is the DCG score for the most ideal
ranking, which is the ranking of the items top-down according to their relevance, up to
position k:

IDCG(k) = ∑|I(k)|
i

Gi
log2(i + 1)

(19)

where the I(k) represents the length of the ideal list of items up to position k, |I(k)| = k.
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Then, NDCG is the normalization of the DCG score by the IDCG, where its value is
always between 0 and 1 regardless of the length of the recommendation list.

NDCG(k) =
DCG(k)
IDCG(k)

(20)

6.3. Results and Discussion

In this subsection, we report the results of applying the evaluation metrics to measure
the performance of our ontology recommender system. As mentioned earlier, 16 evaluators
tried our system and made 46 iterations in total. In each iteration, the evaluator received
a recommendation list of ontologies and their concepts that best match his query and
preferences. The user could check the information about each ontology (e.g., name and
description) and its matched class (e.g., label, synonyms, and sub-classes) to decide if the
system ranks the recommendations properly or if they needed to be re-ranked. We collected
the test users’ responses in log files to record their choices in each iteration. The differences
in the rankings between the recommended list and the user’s ranked list (i.e., the absolute
error) for each iteration done by each user, are shown in Table 2. An absolute error value
equal to 0 means that the test user is satisfied with the algorithm’s ranking, and he did not
perform any re-rank. If the user made a minor change in the rankings by moving one or two
ontologies a step downward or upward (usually in the first positions), we would obtain a
reasonable absolute error value (e.g., 2 or 4). High absolute error values for some test users
(e.g., 14, 16, and 20) come when they move an ontology from a bottom position to a top
one, where this causes a shift for all the in-between ontologies and thus the absolute error
value becomes high. We also notice that the evaluators conducted most of the re-ranking of
the recommendation list at the first iterations, while conducting a minor re-ranking in later
iterations. This is an indicator that our recommender investigates user preferences in the
first iterations and then learns from the user’s selections, whereas, in later iterations, the
recommendations gradually become much more appropriate to user preferences.

Table 2. Evaluators’ responses and calculating Mean Absolute Error (MAE).

Absolute Error of Every Iteration

No. of
Iterations Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Iteration 4 Iteration 5

Total
Absolute

Error

Evaluator 1 2 0 0 - - - 0
Evaluator 2 2 0 0 - - - 0
Evaluator 3 3 6 2 0 - - 8
Evaluator 4 2 0 0 - - - 0
Evaluator 5 3 0 0 0 - - 0
Evaluator 6 4 0 14 0 4 - 18
Evaluator 7 4 12 0 14 0 - 26
Evaluator 8 2 4 0 - - - 4
Evaluator 9 3 20 10 0 - - 30

Evaluator 10 2 0 0 - - - 0
Evaluator 11 5 6 10 0 0 0 16
Evaluator 12 2 0 0 - - - 0
Evaluator 13 2 8 0 - - - 8
Evaluator 14 3 12 4 2 - - 18
Evaluator 15 4 0 0 2 0 - 2
Evaluator 16 3 16 6 0 - - 22

Total = 46 Total = 152

We measured the accuracy of our recommendations by applying the MAE metric, and
we obtained a score of 3.3. We expect a lower MAE score if the evaluators try the system for
other iterations. In statistics, the reciprocal rank of a query response is the multiplicative
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inverse of the rank of the first correct answer. For example, 1 for first place, 1⁄2 for second
place, 1⁄3 for third place, and so on. Table 3 shows the reciprocal rank for each iteration,
where the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) is the average of the reciprocal ranks across all 46
iterations. We obtained an MRR score value equal to 0.88, which means, in about 88% of
the users’ iterations, the system successfully managed to place the user’s most relevant
item at the top of the list.

Table 3. The reciprocal rank for each iteration and the MRR score value.

Iteration No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
1/rank1 1 1 1 1 1/4 1/2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1/3 1 1/2

Iteration No. 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
1/rank1 1/3 1 1/2 1 1 1 1/2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Iteration No. 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 MRR
1/rank1 1 1 1/2 1 1/3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1/2 1 1 0.88

The overall results of the precision evaluation are shown in Table 4. To calculate the
precision up to any position k for any recommendation list, we considered the fraction
of items in the system’s recommendation list of size k that also exists in the user’s recom-
mendation list of the same size, regardless of their positions. For example, if the system’s
recommendation list of size 3 for a particular user query contains ontologies A, B, and C,
and the users re-ranked ontology A to be in the 4th position (so it is not in the list of size 3),
then the user’s recommendation list of size 3 contains the ontologies B, C, and D, and the
P@3 is 0.66. Table 4 shows the P@k scores up to the 10th position for all recommendation
lists of the overall users’ iterations. Our recommender exhibits a lower average precision
of about 0.7 in the up-to-5-items recommendation lists, while the average precision value
increases up to 0.93 in the up-to-10-items recommendation lists. This is an indicator that
users re-ranked items in the first positions in the recommendation lists and rarely re-ranked
items in the lower positions in the list. Figure 8 shows the P@k and AP@k scores for the size
k recommendation lists up to 10 items, and the overall MAP score is 0.81.

Table 4. Overall result of the precision metric.

Iteration No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

P@K 0.78 0.83 0.88 0.93 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 1
AP@K 0.78 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.74 0.83 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.93

MAP = 0.81
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To calculate the Cumulative Gain, we define the Gain for an item as an indicator of
the relevancy of this item. It is a binary value indicating whether the user agreed with the
item’s rank (Gi = 1) or re-ranked it and put it in a different position (Gi = 0). We calculated
the value of the NDCG for the top seven recommendations (as the smallest number of items
in the recommendation lists is seven), which equals 0.96. A high NDCG value indicates
that our system’s recommendations were, in most cases, relevant to the user and need not
be re-ranked by the user, thus indicating a good ranking quality.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a personalized ontology recommendation framework that
aims to support a user in developing a new ontology by reusing parts from existing
ontologies. We use a utility-based ontology recommendation system to recommend and
rank ontologies along with their contextually matching concepts that best match the user’s
preferences to help him reuse parts of existing ontologies to extend an input ontology. Our
recommendation system uses a User Preferences Model that represents the user’s explicit
and implicit preferences to recommend appropriate ontologies to each user and detect
the changes in the user’s interests to update the user model. We develop a prototype of
our approach using ontologies from the biomedical domain. A user-based evaluation has
been conducted to evaluate the system’s recommendations and rankings. We evaluate
the performance of our proposed recommender system using different evaluation metrics,
which prove its effectiveness in generating and ranking ontology recommendations to
the user.

In the future, we plan to extend our recommendation system to include recommending
other ontology components, e.g., object properties, and add the ability to recommend
and reuse ontology modules. To comprehensively improve the ontology development
framework, we aim to add a natural language processing component that can extract key
concepts of a given domain from textual documents, e.g., scientific papers, as the user could
use this to enrich the input ontology. We need to test our framework using other domains,
e.g., travel and tourism, to prove its ability to recommend ontologies from any domain.
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